In this paper, we described the GAP implementation of crossed modules of commutative algebras and cat 1 -algebras and their equivalence.
Introduction
In 1950 S. MacLane and J. H. C. Whitehead, [15] , suggested that crossed modules modeled homotopy 2-types. Later crossed modules had been considered as "2-dimensional groups", [7, 8] . The commutative algebra version of this construction has been adapted by T. Porter, [4, 14] . This algebraic version is called "combinatorial algebra theory" which contains potentially important new ideas (see [4, 5, 6] .)
A share package XMod, [1, 3] , for the GAP3 computational group theory language was described by M. Alp and C. Wensley. The 2-dimensional part of this programme contains functions for computing crossed modules and cat 1 -groups and their morphisms. This package was rewritten for GAP4, [10] , containing functions for crossed square with utility functions, [2] .
In this paper we describe for GAP with XModAlg including functions for computing crossed module of algebras, cat 1 -algebras and their morphisms by analogy with "computational group theory". The tools needed are the group algebras in which the group algebra functor K(.) : Gr → Alg is left adjoint to the unit group functor U(.) : Alg → Gr.
One of the main result is the GAP implementation of the equivalent categories XModAlg (crossed modules algebras) and Cat 1 -Alg (cat 1 -algebras) has been shown in this work. Algorithms of the GAP implementations in this paper are deeply analyzed in A. Odabas's Ph.D. thesis, [13] .
Unfortunately the GAP is not quiet suitable for commutative algebras since no standard GAP function yet exist for computing semidirect products, endomorphisms and multiplier algebras. But we only manage the multiplier algebras.
Crossed Modules
In this section we will present the notion of crossed modules on commutative algebra and adapted in to computer environment.
Let k be a fixed commutative ring with 1 = 0. From now on, all k-algebras will be associative and commutative.
A crossed module is a k-algebra morphism X := (∂ : S → R) with an action of R on S satisfying XModAlg1 : ∂(r · s) = r∂(s),
for all s, s ′ ∈ S r ∈ R, ∂ is called the boundary map of X .
We can produce crossed modules by using many methods as follows;
XModAlg(arg) (function) XModAlgByBoundaryAndAction(bdy,act) (operation) XModAlgByIdeal(A,I) (operation) XModAlgByModule(M,R) (operation) XModAlgByCentralExtension(f) (operation) XModAlgByMultipleAlgebra(A) (operation)
Examples of crossed modules:
i. Let A be an algebra and I is an ideal of A. Then X = (inc : I → A) is a crossed module with the multiplication action of A on I. Conversely, we induce an ideal from a given crossed module. Indeed, for a given crossed module X = (∂ : S → R), ∂(S) is an ideal of R.
ii. Let M be a R-module then X = (0 : M → R) is a crossed module. Conversely given X = (∂ : M → R) a crossed module one can get that Ker∂ is a R/∂M-module.
iii. Let ∂ : S → R be a surjective algebra homomorphism. Define the action of R on S by r · s = rs where r ∈ ∂ −1 (r). Then X = (∂ : S → R) is a crossed module with the defined action.
iv. Let S be a k-algebra such that Ann(S) = 0 or S 2 = S then ∂ : S → M(S) is a crossed module, where M(S) is the algebra of multipliers of S and ∂ is the canonical homomorphism, [6] .
The implementations,
are the attributes which used for construction of a crossed module X where;
• Source(X) and Range(X), are the source and the range of the boundary map respectively,
• Boundary(X), boundary map of the crossed module X ,
• XModAlgAction(X) is the action used in the crossed module.
The implementations
• Display(X), is used for the details of X ,
• Size(X), is used for calculating the order of the crossed module X ,
• Name(X), is used for giving a name for the crossed module X by associating the names of source and range algebras.
are additional attributes of a crossed module X . In the following example, we construct a crossed module by using the algebra GF 5 D 4 and its augmentation ideal. Also we show usage of the previous attributes. gap> Size(CM); [ 125, 625 ] gap> Print(RepresentationsOfObject(CM),"n");
The implementations
are for constructing the crossed submodules of a given crossed module X and for additional attributes. Display(X) can be used for the details of X . The details of these implementations can be found in [13] .
(Pre) Crossed Module Morphism
for all r ∈ R , s ∈ S, then the pair (θ, ϕ) is called a morphism between X = (∂ : S → R) and
. The conditions can be thought as the commutativity of the following diagrams;
In GAP, we define the morphisms between algebraic structures such as cat 1 -algebras and crossed modules and they are investigated by the implementation Make2 AlgMorphism.
The main part of the implementation Make2AlgMorphism given below. We have the following implementations for constructing crossed module homomorphisms.
On the other hand, the following implementations has the attributes for constructing homomorphism m of the crossed module.
In the following example, we construct a crossed module morphism gap> A:=GroupRing(GF(2),CyclicGroup (6)); <algebra-with-one over GF(2), with 2 generators> gap> B:=AugmentationIdeal(A); <two-sided ideal in <algebra-with-one over GF(2), with 2 generators>
gap> SetName(CM,"GF_2C_6"); gap> Display(CM); Crossed module GF_2C_6 :-: Source group has generators:
Range group has generators:
[ (Z(2)^0)*<identity> of ..., (Z(2)^0)*f1, (Z(2)^0)*f2 ] : Boundary homomorphism maps source generators to: [ (Z(2)^0)*<identity> of ...+(Z(2)^0)*f1, (Z(2)^0)*f1+(Z(2)^0)*f2, (Z(2)^0)*f2+(Z(2)^0)*f1*f2, (Z(2)^0)*f1*f2+(Z(2)^0)*f2^2, (Z(2)^0)*f2^2+(Z(2)^0)*f1*f2^2 ] : Range Homomorphism maps range generators to:
is called the kernel of (θ, ϕ). Also, ker(θ, ϕ) is an ideal of X .
While constructing program complex, the command names we used are chosen from well-known GAP commands for avoiding confusion. For this, the implementation Kernel is used to find the kernel of a crossed module homomorphism. The following settings are for GAP to know whether or not this implementation belongs to package. The kernel of the homomorphism given below is found by using the implementation Kernel.
is called the image of (θ, ϕ). Im(θ, ϕ) is a subcrossed module of (S ′ , R ′ , ∂ ′ ).
In GAP, image of a crossed module homomorphism can be obtained by the command Image2dAlgMapping. The implementation Sub2dAlgObject is effectively used for finding the kernel and image crossed modules induced from a given crossed modules homomorphism. The implementations SourceHom and RangeHom are used for finding the crossed module morphism pairs. With these implementations, the functions given below give rise to investigate the properties of crossed module morphisms. • algebra-algebroids (Gaffar Musa's Ph.D. thesis, [12] )
In this section cat 1 -algebras and their morphisms have been implemented in GAP.
The notion of cat 1 -groups was defined as an algebraic model of 2-types by Loday in [11] . Then, Ellis defined the cat 1 -algebras in [9] . Let A and R be k-algebras, 
are used for construction of precat 1 and cat 1 -algebra structures. The function Cat1Alg selects the operation from the above implementations up to user's input. The operation PreCat1AlgObj is used for preserving the implementations,
of the cat 1 -algebra structure. For example In general, the three morphisms used for constructing the cat 1 -algebra structure do not satisfy the conditions. A list of finite dimensional group is obtained for using the program complex more effectively.
By using the groups and Galois fields, we obtain the list of the cat 1 -algebras of group algebras and insert the list in to the program complex. The GAP users can easily obtain finite cat 1 -algebras by using this list. For this, we constructed the function Cat1AlgSelect and link it to the function Cat1Alg. There are four basic parameters for using the function Cat1AlgSelect.
Cat1AlgSelect(gf,size,gpnum,num) (operation)
• gf :dimension of the Galois field,
• size :dimension of the group that will used,
• gpnum :Order of the group with same dimension in the list.
• num :order of the cat 1 −algebra constructed up to the given first three values. Now, we will give an example for the usage of this function. We give additional missions to the function Cat1AlgSelect to give more information about the list which was inserted to the program complex. At this vein, the function Cat1AlgSelect works without inputting all four parameters given above. In the usage of single parameter, last three parameters assumed to be zero and obtained information about the largest dimensions of groups that can be used for the Galois field with given dimension.
For example, gap> Cat1AlgSelect(11); There are groups having orders maximum 9 for GF(11) in the list.
fail
In two parameter usage, last two parameters assumed to be zero, and obtained information about the number of groups that can be used for the given dimensional Galois field.
For example, gap> Cat1AlgSelect (11, 8) ; 0 is a invalid gpnum number. where 0 < gpnum <= 5 for gpsize 8. Usage: Cat1Alg( GF(num), gpsize, gpnum, num ); [ "GF(11)_c8","GF(11)_c4c2","GF(11)_d8","GF(11)_q8","GF (11)_c2^3" ]
In three parameter usage, the last parameter assumed to be zero, and obtained information about the number of cat 1 −algebras and their morphisms which can be constructed by Galois field with the given dimensional and group. The user make selection about the last parameter by this way.
For example, There are 13 cat1-structures for the algebra GF(11)_c2^3. Range Alg, Tail Genimg, In the four parameter usage, if the nth parameter, n = 2, 3, 4 is not compotable with the list, then the output constructed up to the n − 1 parameter usage.
Definition 6 Let C = (e; t, s : A → R) be a cat 1 -algebra. A ′ and R ′ are subalgebras of A and R, respectively. If the restriction morphisms
satisfy the Cat1Alg1 and Cat1Alg2 conditions, then the system
If the morphisms satisfy only the Cat1Alg1 condition then C
′ called a sub precat 1 -algebra of C.
The implementations
are used for constructing subcat 1 -algebras of a given cat 1 -algebra. 
commutes, (i.e t ′ φ = ϕt, s ′ φ = ϕs, e ′ ϕ = φe), then the pair (φ, ϕ) is called a cat 1 -algebra morphism.The following implementations are used for constructing cat 1 -algebra morphisms. Details of the implementations can be found in [13] .
The following implementations are contain the properties for constructing the cat 1 -algebra morphism m.
The implementations written for crossed module morphism are reimplemented for cat 1 -algebra morphisms as follows; 
Equivalent Categories
The categories Cat1Alg (cat 1 -algebra) and XModAlg (crossed modules) are naturally equivalent, [9] . We just remained this equivalences in the following. For a given crossed module ∂ : A → R, we can construct the semidirect product R ⋉ A thanks to the action of R on A. If we define t, s : R ⋉ A → R and e : R → R ⋉ A by s(r, a) = r t(r, a) = r + ∂(a) e(r) = (r, 0), respectively, then C = (e; t, s : R ⋉ A → R) is a cat 1 −algebra. Conversely, for a given cat 1 -algebra C = (e; t, s : A → R), ∂ : ker s → R is a crossed module, where the action is conjugate action and ∂ is the restriction of t to kers.
The implementations
PreCat1AlgByPreXModAlg (X) (operation) PreXModAlgByPreCat1Alg (C) (operation) XModAlgByCat1Alg (C) (operation) Cat1AlgByXModAlg (X) (operation) KernelDenkt (t) (operation) KernelDenkh (h) (operation) SDproduct (C) (operation) are used for constructing a cat 1 -algebra from a given crossed module and for converse. Since all these operations linked to the function Cat1Alg and XModAlg, all of them can be done by using these two functions and also we can use the function Cat1Alg instead of the operation Cat1AlgSelect. 
